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Objectives

• Consider some of the issues in addressing gender balance in the tech

sector in the North East

• Understand the power and impact of a gender balanced workforce

• Raise awareness on gender coded language

• Think about what you can do in your workplace to make a difference



Challenges and opportunities

• There is a digital skills gap in the NE region

• There is a gender imbalance in the NE region

o Women working in tech

o The jobs women do when in tech (skewed towards admin and health roles)

o 75% of businesses in NE pay men more than women for same job

o Over 75% of people agree that gender discrimination exists in the 

workplace

• We need to think about the issue at various points

• We need to have role models for women to aspire to

• Promote and address using networks – for example DYNAMO, SPHERE, 

IT Directors Forum, BCS

• Gender based work discrimination costs the UK economy £123bn per 

year



• Pre year 9

• Years 12 and 13 and pre college / university

• During further and higher education

o Female personal tutors

o Female mentors

o Addressing gender in the curriculum

o Participation in initiatives including Athena Swan and Tech Talent Charter

• Moving towards employment

• Post education / CPD

• Women returners

• Kicking in the glass ceiling

Opportunities to address gender balance in 
education



Inequality in Recruitment

Programmed Inequality?

Research by Marie Hicks, acclaimed by Times HE and Harvard Magazine – real consequences of gender bias.
• In 1959 a computer operator started programming and testing several new electronic 

computers that the British Government were trialling.

• After training two new hires, this person was demoted to an assistant grade to work for 

them.

• What happened in 1959 arguably started to shape technology as a more masculine 

industry and in the 1960s and men displaced thousands of women who had been the 

original pioneers.

• In 2020 we are still tackling gender balance and striving for a diverse workforce.

• How do we harness the advantages of a gender balanced workforce?

• How do we attract females into technology roles?

• How do we help to sustain their careers to CIO level?
Ref: Programmed Inequality – How Britain Discarded Women Technologies and lost its edge in Computing – Marie Hicks



Gender Coded Language

• Facts about the sector

• Sectors using male or female

• Recruitment and levels of seniority

• Pushing to address in the North East



Task – consider gender coded language



Task – consider gender coded language



Tackling Gender Coded Language

• Be aware of the language you use 

• Language specifically targets males or females

• Excessive detail can deter female applicants

• Avoid “prerequisite or “must have” in descriptions

• Keep key skills to a minimum 



Seven Steps to Better Balance

Rather than a ‘one size fits all’, approach,  ideally any gender diversity strategy and activity will be holistic 

and take into account each of these key areas...

Retention
Understanding your staff 

turnover

Progression
Supporting and get the 

most from your employees

Culture
Ensuring inclusivity

Recruitment
Attracting a diverse range 

of applicants

Leadership
Getting commitment and 

buy-in from everyone

First Impressions
What first impression does 

your company give?

Reputation
Having your values reflected both 

inside and outside the office



Summary

• Consider the environment you currently work in

• Apply 7 steps in your workplace

• Create action plan for your workplace
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